ABSTRACT This paper proposed a channelized-based denoising generalized orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm (gOMP) for reconstructing structural sparse signal in engineering application. The algorithm combines the compressive sensing channelization method, the pre-estimation-based adaptive method with the gOMP. By channelizing the observation matrix, the algorithm first eliminates most of the channels that only contain noise with a residual-based detection method. Then, according to a pre-estimated sparsity level, the signal can be accurately and adaptively reconstructed by re-screening the redundant support obtained by the gOMP. The two steps of the algorithm effectively reduce the deterioration of the reconstruction caused by noise, thereby significantly improving the output signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). A mathematical derivation of the reconstruction conditions is given. Also, the computational complexity and the theoretical SNR improvement are discussed. Besides, the upper bound of the reconstruction error in the noise environment is mathematically analyzed. Finally, the experiments verified the performance analysis and detailedly demonstrated the advantages of the proposed algorithm for recovering structural sparsity signals under noise interference. The results show that the proposed scheme considerably outperforms any existing adaptive and denoising greedy algorithm in the sense of the reconstruction accuracy and the output SNR.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since being presented, the compressive sensing (CS) [1] - [3] has gained popularity in recent years. It allows the signal to be obtained far below the Nyquist rate from non-adaptive linear projections by optimization algorithm with sparsity constraints. After years of development, CS has been applied to many research fields, including communication, radar, image processing and biomedical, etc [4] - [7] . The essence of a CS application can be concluded as the compressed sampling and the reconstruction. Although different application fields have different methods of compressed sampling, the ultimate goal of the CS is to restore the original signal. Therefore, the reconstruction is considered to be the most important core of a CS applications. For reconstruction, many existing algorithms have been presented, such as convex optimization method [8] and greedy algorithm [9] . Among them, the greedy algorithms, such as the orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [10] , [11] , the compressive sampling MP (CoSaMP) [12] , and the generalized orthogonal matching pursuit (gOMP) [13] , [14] , obtain the sparse approximation of the original signal by gradually reduce the residual in iteratively choosing the best matching atom in an orthonormal basis or dictionary.
Since the sparsity level required for algorithm are usually unavailable or imprecise in many practical application, the adaptive reconstruction has become a hot topic in recent years. For example, the received signal will be completely blind in the radar reconnaissance or the communication reconnaissance. At this point, most of the advanced CS reconstruction methods that rely on the prior sparsity information or distribution prior knowledge [15] are invalidated. Another example is the cognitive radio. Although the prior information such as the bandwidth of each signal is available, the overall sparsity level of the target signal is still unknown and changing all the time. Based on the above description, some adaptive greedy algorithms have been proposed. The sparsity adaptive matching pursuit (SAMP) [16] adopted a progressive method to estimate the sparsity and the true support set without prior information. Based on the SAMP, the adaptive sparsity matching pursuit (ASMP) [17] was proposed which uses sparsity pre-estimation to determine the support size in iterations. Also, the extended orthogonal matching pursuit methods (OMP ∞ ) [18] utilizes large amount of redundant support to increase the probability of successful reconstruction. In order to address adaptive problem, in this paper, we exploit the redundant support, the sparsity pre-estimation and the backtracking re-screening. Specifically, we use the pre-estimated sparsity level to obtain a redundant supports, and then narrow the redundant supports to the size of the estimated sparse level by backtracking.
The adaptive ability is a prerequisite for practical applications. However, the adaptive mechanism brings another serious problem in practical applications-the reconstruction error caused by the noise. Almost all adaptive mechanisms use redundant support to increase the probability of successful reconstruction. When the algorithm is running in an ideal situation, redundant non-signal support will not affect the reconstruction results. However, when there is noise interference in the environment, the performance of these adaptive algorithms turn sharply. It is known that the CS framework is very sensitive to noise. On the one hand, the sparsity of the overall signal will be significantly reduced when noise is added, resulting in a sharp deterioration of the reconstruction. On the other hand, redundant non-signal support introduces a large amount of noise components, further degrading the reconstructed signal. The signal reconstructed under noise interference usually has a worse SNR than the actual signal. Therefore, the denoising of reconstruction algorithms has become an urgent problem to break the bottleneck of CS application development. For the greedy algorithm, a least support denoising-orthogonal matching pursuit (LSD-OMP) was presented in [19] , which is an improved version of the gOMP in terms of adaptability and denoising. For the nonGaussian noise interference, some studies tend to reconstruct noise or interference actively, and then obtain a purer original signal by removing the reconstructed interference signal from the received signal. Reference [20] uses the a priori-aided sparsity adaptive matching pursuit (PA-SAMP) to restore the narrow-band interference (NBI) and impulsive noise (IN), respectively. Similarly, [21] proposed a structured a priori aided sparsity adaptive matching pursuit (SPA-SAMP) algorithm to reconstruct the IN signal in multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems. For known signal models, the method of eliminating reconstructed noise interference was shown to have a good denoising effect. However, since the white Gaussian noise cannot be completely reconstructed for elimination, the above method will be ineffective for the reconstruction process under Gaussian noise background. For reducing the white Gaussian noise, a popular method used on the receiver is the channelization [22] , [23] . This method divides the reception bandwidth into several channels by the filter banks to reduce the noise of other channels and obtain the signal components with better quality. Inspired by the channelization, we segment the observation matrix into multiple sub-observation matrices. Similar to the concept of a channel, each sub-observation matrix (also called channel in this paper) compresses a portion of the original signal separately. By using a channel detection based on residual (signal energy), the channels that do not contain signal components can be excluded. Therefore, the accuracy and output SNR of the reconstructed signal can be considerable improved.
The structural sparsity is the prerequisite for CS channelization. It is known that the premise of CS is the sparsity. The number of non-zero values of the signal needs to be much smaller than the signal dimension. In many theoretical studies, the non-zero values are usually considered to be randomly distributed throughout the signal dimension. This random feature can be well adapted to related fields that need to deal with natural signals, such as the neural signal acquisition in the biomedical [7] . However, for most engineering signals, the non-zero values are no longer randomly generated and distributed. For example, in communications, the spectrum processed by the receiver is concentrated in some fixed bandwidth [24] - [26] . Similarly, in the image processing, pixels appear in blocks to form a target [27] , [28] . In the reconstruction, the structural information of the signal can further optimize the reconstruction process. A common structural sparsity in engineering applications is the block sparsity [29] - [31] . The block sparse feature fits well with most engineering signals and data. By using the block sparse Bayesian learning (BSBL), an informative block dparse Bayesian learning (I-BSBL) algorithm was presented in [32] for estimation and cancelation of the narrowband internet-of-things (NB-IoT) interference in LTE-A systems. Therefore, in this paper, we also use block sparse signal to test the performance of the proposed algorithm.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows: A channelized-based denoising generalized orthogonal matching pursuit (CD-gOMP) was proposed combining with the CS channelization method, the pre-estimation based adaptive method and the generalized orthogonal matching pursuit. The algorithm has two steps: Channel screening and precise reconstruction. The channels containing only noise are first reduced in channel screening stage to narrow the search range and reduce the interference of noise on reconstruction. Then, in the precise reconstruction, the signal will be accurately reconstructed by re-screening the redundant support according to the pre-estimated sparsity level. Through the reduction of noise atoms in the two steps, the entire reconstruction process is not only adaptive, but also guarantees excellent denoising ability. After describing the proposed algorithm, we give the theoretical reconstruction conditions of CD-gOMP. Also, the computational complexity and theoretical SNR improvements are discussed in detail. Besides, we separately discuss and mathematically derive the reconstruction error of the proposed algorithm in noisy environment with two different halting conditions. Finally, several sets of experiments are used to verify the performance analysis mentioned above and show the advantages of the proposed CD-gOMP when processing structural sparsity signals under noise interference. The results show that the proposed scheme considerably outperforms any existing adaptive and denoising greedy algorithm in the sense of reconstruction accuracy and output SNR.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The channelized compressive sensing model is depicted in Section 2. While the detailed description of the CD-gOMP is given in Section 3. Section 4 gives a specific mathematical derivation of the reconstruction conditions. The computational complexity and theoretical SNR improvements are discussed in Section 5, while the reconstruction error of the proposed algorithm in noisy environment is analyzed in Section 6. Finally, experiments and performance analysis are shown in Section 7, followed by the conclusion in Section 8.
Notations: A c represents the standard l c norm of matrix A. Let denote a matrix of size M × N and the index set I ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N }. The matrix I ∈ R M ×|I | consists of the columns of with indexes i ∈ I . |I | is the cardinality of I . For a variable x, argmin f (x) stands for the points of x for which f (x) attains its minimum values. We also use (.)
T and (.) † to denote the transpose and Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse, respectively.
II. CHANNELIZED COMPRESSED SENSING MODEL
The CS focuses on how to recover a signal x of size N × 1 from an observation vector y of size M × 1 with M N . The basic CS model is
where is an M ×N observation matrix which is independent of signal x. Since has much fewer rows than columns, recovering x from y is an undetermined problem that has infinite number of solutions. To make the solution unique and to ensure that the mapping between y and x is one-to-one, the CS exploits the sparsity of x [33] . For sparsity, it is mean that x is a vector of size N × 1 with only K nonzero values. This type of signal x is said to be k-sparse. Under the sparse constraint, the refactoring process can be described as:
The theorem of the Restricted Isometry Property (RIP) [3] give rules of an admissible . It is known that in most practical applications, such as in the radar or the cognitive radio, the distribution of the non-zero values of the signal in the sparsity domain is not random. They tend to appear in certain fixed ranges or appear in blocks. A sparse signal having the above characteristics is referred to as a structural sparse signal. For the structural sparse signals, an efficient and popular method in traditional signal reception is the channelization. The channelized receiver performs channel division over the reception bandwidth to sample and acquire the signal only in the channel where the signal components are present. The channelization method can reduce the sampling rate and effectively separate multiple signals at the same time. Also, this method can obtain signal components with higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Inspired by the traditional channelization method, in this paper, we combine the channelization with CS process. In the following, a channelized CS model is given, followed by its optimization problem of reconstruction.
For a structural sparse signal
, . . . ,
its structuring l 0 norm under the distribution L is given by
where
x is considered to be structurally sparse. Inspired by channelized reception [22] , [23] , we make the division for the observation matrix as
where [i] is the sub-matrix (also called channel) of with size M ×d. Substituting (3) and (6) into (1), y can be rewritten as:
Similar to the concept of the channel in a channelized receiver, each sub-observation matrix
is used to sensing the signal of the corresponding part
Note that L is the number of channels, and d is the bandwidth of each channel. Since there is
For the i-th channel, the mathematical model of the reconstruction process can be expressed aŝ
When the transform domain is the frequency domain, x[i] andx[i] represent the signal original spectrum and sparse approximation spectrum in channel, respectively. Note that the CS channelization model is different from the block sparsity. Instead of the perspective of block sparse coefficients, our scheme segments the observation matrix directly from VOLUME 6, 2018
the perspective of channelization. Also, in a broad sense, the channelized CS model can be applied in any sparsity domain with structural sparse features.
III. CHANNELIZED GENERALIZED ORTHOGONAL MATCHING PURSUIT ALGORITHM
Utilizing the reconstruction model (2) and (9), we propose a channelized-based denoising generalized orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm, called the CD-gOMP, by combining the channelization method, sparsity pre-estimation and the gOMP. The reconstruction process can be divided into two parts: channel screening and precise reconstruction. The main task of the channel screening is to pick out the channels in which the signal is present and reduce channels that only contain noise. Also, after channel screening, the sub-observation matrix [i](i ∈ C ) corresponding to the selected channels will be reconstructed into a new screening observation matrix . Then, an adaptive gOMP combined with sparsity pre-estimation will be used to accurately recover the signal according to the original sub-sampling y and the new screening observation matrix in the precise reconstruction phase.
In the following, we will describe the channel screening and the precise reconstruction in detail.
A. CHANNEL SCREENING
The purpose of channel screening is to identify and reduce noise channels. When the search range of the refactoring is shrunk, the effects of the noise and the reconstruction errors on signal recovery can be significantly reduced. In the channel screening, the gOMP algorithm will be performed only one iteration on each channel independently. According to the principle of maximum correlation, the most relevant n atoms are selected in each channel, and the residuals r i (i ∈ 1, 2, . . . , L) in each channel after removing that n atoms are obtained. Based on the above description, we can estimate the position and number of channels in which the signal exists by comparing the magnitude of the residual between channels. Assume that the residuals of channels 1, 2, . . . , L after a single iteration gOMP are r c = [r 1 , r 2 , . . . , r L ]. The residual of each channel can be understood as the signal energy after removing the most relevant n atoms in this channel. when all channels do not contain any signal components (i.e., there is only white Gaussian noise), we have
where r = y is the initial residual. Note that n is the number of atoms selected in each iteration of the gOMP, and M is the number of observations. Contrary to noise only, when there is a signal component in the i-th channel, there will be
That is, the selected n atoms in the i-th channel contribute a much larger amount of residual attenuation than the channel in which no signal is present. Therefore, by comparing the residuals of the individual channels, we can estimate the channel position at which the signal components appear, thereby removing as much as possible the channels containing only noise. Based on the above discussion, we use the following method to screen the channel
The channels that satisfy (12) will be retained. Note that η ∈ (0, 1] is a sensitivity level of the CD-gOMP. Its role is to adjust the looseness of the reserved channel according to the needs of the reconstruction sensitivity. When η = 1, only channels with the energy greater than the average energy are reserved. Conversely, a small η will cause the signal support to be retained with greater probability. However, the denoising effect will be weaker. The effect of the number of channels L is different from that of the traditional channelization. When L increases, the probability of successful reconstruction and the output SNR of single channel are improved. Also, the computational complexity will be slightly reduced. However, the excessive channels will make the channel size too narrow, resulting in a decrease in the sparsity of the signal within the channel. Therefore, there must be a limit to the increase of the number of channels L in the CS channelization. Based on the above discussion, the following lemma provides the upper bound of the number of channels L in the channel screening.
Lemma 1 (The Upper Bound of the Number of Channels):
Letting be any admissible observation matrix. For an arbitrary K -sparse signal in R N , the l 0 reconstruction problem has a unique solution when
where M ( ) = max j =j φ j , φ j is the coherence of the observation matrix.
Proof: See Appendix A. The algorithm of channel screening is given by Algorithm 1. Finally, the observation matrix [i](i ∈ C ) corresponding to the channels considered to have a signal component will be composed of a new screening observation matrix . The portion of the excluded channel will be filled with 0 to make the size of and coincide.
B. PRECISE RECONSTRUCTION
After obtaining the screening observation matrix, the CD-gOMP algorithm accurately reconstructs the signal through an improved gOMP algorithm with the sparsity preestimation in the precise reconstruction phase.
The essence of the precise reconstruction is to use the gOMP algorithm to quickly, accurately and adaptively reconstruct the original signal on the new observation matrix. However, the gOMP has two limitations in practical applications. First, for the traditional gOMP, it is necessary to preset a fixed number of iterations k, and k needs to satisfy k ≥ K . Second, after k iterations, the nk atoms selected by the gOMP Algorithm 1 Channel Screening Input: Observation matrix , compressed sampling y, number of channels L, number of atoms selected in a single iteration n, sensitivity level η. Output: Channel index set C .
1: Channelizing the observation matrix
].
2: Initialization: Initial residual r 0 = y, channel index i = 1, the single channel observation matrix [i] , and the support list J i = ∅ of the i-th channel. 3: Correlation test
4: Update the residuals and the channel index
of all L channels are obtained. 6: Channel detection. The channel index that satisfies the above conditions will be composed into an index set C , and
Obviously, in the noise background, redundant non-signal supports will introduce extra noise, which greatly affects the reconstruction performance. In order to solve the above two problems and improve the adaptability and denoising effect of the CD-gOMP algorithm, we added the sparsity pre-estimation in the precise reconstruction. The sparsity pre-estimation brings the following two benefits to the CD-gOMP algorithm: First, the estimated value of sparsity level can be used as the maximum number of iterations. Therefore, the algorithm can adaptively stop iteration for unknown signals without a preset fixed number of iterations. Second, using the pre-estimated sparsity level, the proposed algorithm can perform a backtracking rescreening of the signal support in nk redundant atoms. This mechanism can further reduce redundant noise atoms while filtering out signal support.
When the correct channel screening is completed, we have y = x = x. In this paper, we use p = T y = T x as a proxy of the original signal to pre-estimate the sparsity level of the original signal before reconstruction. It is known that T satisfies the approximate Gaussian distribution when is a Gaussian observation matrix. According to the above description, the sparsity of x can be estimated by the 
4: Update the final support list, the residuals, and iteration index. 
where α and σ are the mean and standard deviation of p, respectively, and K p is the pre-estimated sparsity level. By limiting the magnitude of p(i) to be greater than α + σ , most of the noise atoms can be removed and K p > K is guaranteed. For α and σ , we have [17] α
The norm inequality x 1 ≤ x 0 x 2 is used in (16) . Although x is unknown, x 2 can be approximated to r 2 depending on the nature of the RIP property to maintain the l 2 norm invariance. Using Therefore, based on the above description, the sparsity preestimation threshold set in this paper is given by
Note that η ∈ (0, 1] is the sensitivity level of CD-gOMP.
The algorithm of precise reconstruction is given by Algorithm 2.
C. COMPLETE ALGORITHM
The diagram of the complete CD-gOMP algorithm shown in Fig. 1 .
IV. RECONSTRUCTED CONDITIONS OF CD-gOMP
In this section, we want to analyse the RIP based condition of CD-gOMP for successfully reconstructing a K -sparse signal. From the two steps of the CD-gOMP, we divide the analysis into two parts: Firstly, the RIP based condition required for a successful channel screening are provided. Success means that at least one signal atom is selected for channels in which the signal component exists. Secondly, we analyze the condition ensuring the success in the precise reconstruction. By combining the conditions of two steps, we finally give the sufficient condition of the CD-gOMP algorithm for successfully recovering a K-sparse signals.
The following four properties are used in our analysis: 
This property is true according to the monotonicity of the restricted isometry constant. (P 3 ) Let S ⊂ U . If δ |T | < 1, then for any u ∈ R |S| , the following inequality is true:
The following inequality is true for any u supported on S 2 when δ |S 1 |+|S 2 | < 1:
A. RECONSTRUCTION CONDITIONS FOR CORRECT CHANNEL SCREENING
As described in Algorithm 1, each channel is performed only one iteration of the gOMP and is selected n atoms in the channel screening. As long as the n atoms contain at least one signal atom, this channel can be successfully detected by the residual comparison. The following theory gives the sufficient condition of the correct channel screening for proposed CD-gOMP.
Theorem 1 (The Sufficient Condition of Correct Channel Screening):
For a K -sparse signal x ∈ R N , assuming that the maximum sparsity level of a single channel is K max , the CD-gOMP performs correct channel screening when
Proof: See Appendix B.
B. OVERALL RECONSTRUCTION CONDITION OF CD-gOMP
According to the two steps of the algorithm, when the CD-gOMP algorithm selects L s channels in the channel screening, the [i] corresponding to the L s channels will be composed into a new observation matrix . Since contains all the signal support of the original signal x, it is true that
Based on the above equation, the precise reconstruction of the CD-gOMP algorithm can be seen as an improved gOMP reconstruction on y = x. According to the reconstruction condition of the gOMP provided by [13, Th. 3 .8] in, we can directly give the sufficient condition required by the CD-gOMP algorithm in the precise reconstruction phase as follows
Theorem 2 (The Sufficient Condition for CD-gOMP to Successfully Perform the Precise Reconstruction):
Taking an arbitrary K -sparse signal in R N , and letting be the new observation matrix composed after channel screening. As long as contains all the signal support of x, the sufficient condition for CD-gOMP to succeed in the precise reconstruction is given by
and δ 2 < 1 2 for K = 1 (26) Note that the requirements for the restricted isometry constant (RIC) δ nK in Theorem 2 are all for the new observation matrix composed after the channel screening. According to (P 1 ), it is known that when satisfies the sufficient conditions given by Theorem 2, the original observation matrix does not need to satisfy the same condition. In other words, the reconstruction condition required by the CD-gOMP algorithm in the precise reconstruction are looser than the gOMP.
Combining the sufficient condition of channel screening given by Theorem 1 and the overall iterative sufficient condition given by Theorem 2, we can finally obtain sufficient conditions for CD-gOMP algorithm to reconstruct arbitrary K-sparse signals:
Theorem 3 (Reconstruction Conditions of CD-gOMP): Taking an arbitrary K -sparse signal in R N , and letting n ≤ min K , M K . The sufficient condition for the successful reconstruction of the CD-gOMP is given by
and
V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF CD-gOMP A. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Obviously, the CD-gOMP algorithm proposed in this paper needs more calculations to complete channel screening, sparsity pre-estimation, and re-screening. However, it should be noted that the increase in computational complexity is acceptable for the corresponding performance improvement, which will be analyzed in detail below. The following lemma give the specific amount of calculation of the CD-gOMP.
Lemma 2 (Computational Complexity):
For an arbitrary K -sparse signal x in R N , the theoretical complexity required for successful reconstruction of the CD-gOMP is given by
Proof: See Appendix D. According to [13] , it is known that the computational complexity of the gOMP algorithm is given by
Comparing (29) and (30), it can be clearly seen that the computational complexity of the proposed CD-gOMP algorithm is on the same order of magnitude as that of the gOMP algorithm. Also, the more concentrated the sparse distribution of the signal (i.e., the smaller L s L ), the lower the computational complexity of the CD-gOMP. Note that in practice, the number of iterations in the precise reconstruction satisfies k ≤ min K , M n , and n is usually a smaller constant. Therefore, the computational complexity of the CD-gOMP can still be approximated as O (KMN ).
B. THEORETICAL IMPROVEMENT OF OUTPUT SNR
A prominent advantage of the CD-gOMP algorithm is the improvement in the SNR of the reconstructed signal, i.e., the denoising capability. The algorithm first excludes the channels containing only noise by channel screening. Then, in the precise reconstruction, the size of the support set can be further reduced from the redundant support set by the sparsity pre-estimation method, thereby removing most of the noise atoms. Through the two steps of the algorithm, the output SNR of the reconstructed signal in the noise background can be significantly improved. For a successful reconstruction process, we have the following lemma for input SNR (SNR in ), output SNR (SNR out ), and single-channel output SNR (SNR channel ). 
VI. ANALYSIS OF RECONSTRUCTION ERROR IN THE NOISE BACKGROUND
In this section, we consider the reconstruction performance of the proposed algorithm in the sense of reconstruction error under the noise. When noise is added, the CS expression can be rewritten as
where v is the additive white Gaussian noise in the CS process. Assuming that the CD-gOMP algorithm retains L s channels after the channel screening, and these L s channels contain all signal support. Based on the new measurement matrix formed by the L s channels, the CS expression of the precise reconstruction is given by
Since L − L s noise channels are excluded, we have
In this paper, x −O x 2 is used to estimate the reconstruction error between the reconstructed signal and the original signal under noise v. The proposed CD-gOMP algorithm has two halting conditions: stop when the residual reaches the threshold µ ( r k 2 ≤ µ), or stop when the number of the iteration reaches the preset number K (i.e., the preset sparsity level). Therefore, we give the upper bound of the reconstruction error x −O x 2 for the above two halting methods, respectively.
Theorem 4 (Reconstruction Error of the CD-gOMP Based on Fixed Residual Threshold):
Taking an arbitrary K -sparse signal in R N . Assuming that L s channels are reserved after channel screening, and the new observation matrix satisfy the nK -order RIP. When the iteration of CD-gOMP is stopped by the residual threshold mechanism, i.e., r k 2 ≤ µ, the error of the reconstructed signal is given by
where δ nK is the nK -order restricted isometric constant.
Proof: See Appendix G.
Theorem 5: (The Reconstruction Error of CD-gOMP After K Iterations in the Precise Reconstruction):
Taking an arbitrary K -sparse signal in R N . Assuming that L s channels are reserved after channel screening, and the new observation matrix satisfy the (nK + K )-order RIP. When CD-gOMP performs K iterations, the reconstruction error of the reconstructed signal satisfies the following inequality
It can be clearly seen from Theory 4 and Theory 5 that the CD-gOMP algorithm can more effectively reduce the reconstruction error caused by noise when the original signal has structural sparsity characteristics. Also, the higher the degree of aggregation of the non-zero values (i.e., the smaller L s L ), the stronger the denoising ability of the CD-gOMP algorithm.
VII. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, several sets of simulation experiments are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed CD-gOMP algorithm. The experiments are divided into two parts: (i) The requirements of the successful reconstruction and the corresponding analysis in the ideal scenario (i.e., the ideal block sparse signal without noise). The experiments in this part mainly focus on the requirements of the proposed algorithm for the number of observations and computational complexity under fixed sparse signals. In other words, the first part gives the theoretical reconstruction performance of the CD-gOMP.
(ii) The denoising ability and the reconstruction accuracy of the proposed algorithm in the noise environment. The noise is added to the uneven block sparse signal. This scenario can represent the situation in most practical applications, such as the radar and the cognitive radio, where the non-zero values of the received signal in the sparse domain are distributed in blocks. The output SNR and the recovery accuracy of the reconstructed signal are used for comparison and analysis.
In order to verify the significance and advancement of the proposed CD-gOMP, the gOMP [16] , ASMP [17] , and LSD-OMP [19] are chosen as the comparison algorithms. The gOMP is a basic algorithm in this paper which has much better performance and efficiency than the OMP due to the redundancy iterations. The LSD-OMP is an improvement of the gOMP, and it can perform superior reconstruction in the sense of output SNR. As a classic adaptive algorithm, the SAMP [16] was proved to have better performance than ROMP, StOMP, CoSaMP and SP in the adaptive situation. By combining the sparsity estimation with the SAMP, the ASMP [17] can more accurately control the growth rate and size of support set. Based on the above description, all applicable comparison algorithms selected in our experiment are state-of-the-art algorithms in the adaptive mechanism or in the denoising. Therefore, by comparing the performance with the above algorithms, the significance and advancement of our proposed CD-gOMP could be effectively verified. In the experiments, the halting thresholds for all algorithms are set to β = 10 −6 r 0 2 .
The Monte Carlo simulations are performed 1000 times in each scenario of the experiments.
A. THEORETICAL RECONSTRUCTION PERFORMANCE
In this section, we use the ideal structure sparse signal as the input signal to the CS system. The signal model is given by
66112 VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 2. The relationship between the number of observations M and the probability of successful reconstruction.
Different from (3), in order to get closer to the real and complex signal situation, the length of each non-zero block x[i] of the original structured sparse signal is no longer the same. In this section, we set the length of each non-zero block to d = 2, 4 or 6. The experiment randomly generates the position, number, and length (2,4 or 6) of the non-zero blocks according to the fixed sparsity level K . Also, the amplitude of the generated non-zero blocks satisfies the Gaussian distribution. The overall signal x satisfies x L 2,0 < L. We set the sparsity level K = 20, and the number of observation M gradually increases from 40 to 200 with an interval of 10. For the CD-gOMP, we set 4 scheme separately (i.e., L = 8, n = 2; L = 8, n = 4; L = 32, n = 2; L = 32, n = 4). For the gOMP, the number of selected atoms in a single iteration is also set to n = 2 and n = 4. Also, we set the parameter τ = 2.5 for the ASMP.
The simulation results are shown in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that the CD-gOMP algorithm has the performance advantage in the case of low observations when the number of channels L is small. However, as the number of observations increases, the larger number of channels L will make the probability of successful reconstruction reach 100% faster. Besides, a larger n can achieve more comprehensive support in the same number of iterations, thus increasing the probability of successful reconstruction. Overall, the performance of the CD-gOMP algorithm at each setting is better than the LSD-OMP and the gOMP. Although the reconstruction performance of the ASMP under ideal conditions is close to the proposed CD-gOMP algorithm, it has high algorithm complexity. More importantly, the adaptive method of the support set in the ASMP is unavailable for noise environment. This fatal defect will be discussed in the next section. Fig. 3 records the average reconstruction time for each algorithm. It is known that the reconstruction time can be used to evaluate the algorithm complexity under different parameters. Clearly, the curves of reconstruction time of the CD-gOMP algorithm are finely consistent with the analysis of the algorithm complexity in (29) . The growth rate of the complexity can be summarized as O (KMN ), which is the same as the gOMP. As another improved form of gOMP, LSD-OMP also follows the complexity growth of O (KMN ). In contrast, the ASMP algorithm has a higher computational complexity. Overall, the proposed algorithm has acceptable complexity while ensuring the performance of the reconstruction.
B. DENOISING IN THE BACKGROUND OF NOISE
This section will simulate and analyze the denoising and reconstruction accuracy of the proposed algorithm in the noise background. The ideal structure sparse signal with noise added is used as the input signal to show the feasibility and the denoising performance of the proposed algorithm under noise.
The signal model used in the experiment is given by
where x is consistent with the ideal structural sparse signal defined in (36). Also, n is the additive white Gaussian noise, controlled by the input SNR. We set the sparsity level to K=20. To ensure successful reconstruction, the number of observations is set to M = 200 according to Fig.2 . The input SNR (SNR in ) is gradually increased from −5dB to 25dB with an interval of 5dB. Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the input SNR and the output SNR of the overall reconstructed signal. When signal reconstruction is performed in a noisy background, the determination of the signal support size is critical. Although the excessive signal support tends to include all signal atoms, the redundant atoms will introduce noise components, making reconstruction worse. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the output SNR of the reconstructed signal provided by the gOMP and the LSD-OMP, which using redundant support to achieve efficient reconfiguration, is lower than the input SNR. Similarly, the ASMP, which based on the stage-incremented support set adaptive method, also introduces a large amount of noise due to the excessive support size, so that the output SNR is much lower than the VOLUME 6, 2018 original signal. In order to solve the problem of denoising under the premise of adaptive method, the proposed CD-gOMP first uses channelization to reduce the noise interference introduced by redundant atoms in non-signal channels. Then, the pre-estimation of the sparsity level is utilized in the signal channel to subtly narrow down and finalize the size of the signal support set. Because of the above two important improvements, the input SNR of CD-gOMP is not only higher than the input SNR, but also much higher than the most advanced adaptive and denoising algorithms. Besides, by increasing the number of channels L and the number of selected atoms n, the SNR of the overall reconstructed signal can be further improved. Fig. 5 shows the relationship between the output SNR of the reconstructed signal in a single channel and the signal input SNR for different channel numbers L. It can be seen that the CD-gOMP algorithm inherits the advantages of the channelized receiving method very well. The SNR of the output signal in a single channel is further improved compared with the overall signal. The magnitude of improvement also verified the analysis in Lemma 3 and Lemma 4. When receiving multiple signals at the same time, the CD-gOMP algorithm can distinguish different components and provide a more pure target signal, reducing the impact of noise.
Overall, Fig. 2 shows the performance of the CD-gOMP in the sense of searching for a complete signal support set, while Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the denoising ability of the CD-gOMP under noise on the premise of ensuring the successful reconstruction. In order to comprehensively evaluate the reconstruction ability and denoising ability of the algorithm, this paper uses the correlation coefficient between the reconstructed signal and the original signal to reflect the reconstruction accuracy under noise interference. The definition of reconstruction accuracy γ acc under noise is as follows
Var[x(t)] · Var[ x(t)]
× 100% (38) where x(t) andx(t) are the pure original signal and the reconstructed signal, respectively. The simulation result ia shown in Fig. 6 . It can be seen that setting more channels L can achieve higher reconstruction accuracy under the same observation number and input SNR. Also, a larger n can improve accuracy faster during SNR improvement. Although the ASMP has good theoretical adaptive performance, its reconstruction accuracy in noise environments is poor. Note that the gOMP obtains better performance than the ASMP because we set the correct sparsity level for the gOMP. Actually, gOMP is not an adaptive algorithm. Overall, we can conclude that the proposed CD-gOMP algorithm well inherits the characteristics of channelized receivers to improve the SNR of the received signal and the adaptive ability of the ASMP, while maintains the efficient reconstruction capability of the gOMP.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Combining the CS channelization method, pre-estimation based adaptive method with generalized orthogonal matching pursuit, the CD-gOMP was proposed for recovering structural sparsity signal under noise in engineering application. The signal can be reconstructed adaptively with high accuracy and significant output SNR improvement through two step of the CD-gOMP. Mathematical analysis proved that the CD-OMP actually has more relaxed reconstruction conditions than the gOMP. The computational complexity of the proposed algorithm is also on the same order of magnitude as that of the gOMP algorithm, i.e., O (KMN ). The output SNR will be increased by The channelized observation matrix can be considered as a union of sub-matrices as [i] (i = 1, 2, . . . , L), just like in (6) . According to Corollary 1 in [34] , it is known that the following is true: Let be a union of L orthonormal bases. If
thenx is the unique solution to the l 0 problem. Replacing x 0 with sparsity level K , we have
The above equation describes the upper limit of the number of the channels L. The Lemma 1 is proved.
APPENDIX B PROOF OF THEOREM 1
Let the atomic set selected by one iteration of the i-th channel be i 1 , we have 
For the first n most matched atoms in a channel, The average of the inner product between these atoms and residues must be greater than or equal to the average of the inner product between all signal atoms and residuals. Letting the set of the signal atoms in the i-th channel be S i , and the sparsity level in the i-th channel be
into the above equation and using (P 3 ), we have
(B.4)
Now, let us consider the opposite case. When all the atoms selected in one iteration are non-signal support, i.e., i 1 ∩S i = ∅. Combining (P 4 ), we have
(B.5)
Combining the boundary values given by (B.4) and (B.5), we have
(B.6) When (B.6) is satisfied, there will be at least one signal atom in the i-th channel. It is true that δ
K i +n according to (P 2 ). Substituting the above inequality into (B.6), we have
Therefore, the sufficient condition for the correct iteration of the i-th channel is given by
Using (P 1 ), the sufficient conditions for the overall correct channel screening can be summarized as
The Theorem 1 is proved.
APPENDIX C PROOF OF THEOREM 3
For successful channel screening, we require a single channel to satisfy
where K max is the maximum sparsity level within a single channel. Under extreme conditions, we have K max = K when all non-zero values are concentrated in one channel. Using (P 1 ) to extend the single channel case to the entire observation matrix, and combined with the inequality δ K +n < δ nK (K + n ≤ nk), we have
Similarly, according to (P 1 ) and Theorem 2, the sufficient conditions of the new observation matrix after channel screening can be extended to the entire observation matrix case as
Note that
. Therefore, combining the two parts of the CD-gOMP, we finally have
The Theorem 3 is proved.
APPENDIX D PROOF OF LEMMA 2
It is known that the computational complexity required for the gOMP in k-th iteration is given by
where M is the number of observations and N is the length of the signal. In the channel screening, the CD-gOMP performs L times gOMP with signal length N L and k = 1. Therefore, the computational complexity of the channel screening is given by
Assuming that L s channels are reserved after channel screening. In the precise reconstruction, the pre-estimation of the sparsity level K p with the proxy signal is first required. For T r 0 operation, each of its columns needs M multiplications and M − 1 additions. Since has NL s L columns, the calculation amount of T r 0 operation can be summarized
L . In addition, it is known that the amount of computation required to sort the N elements and to find the first n maximums is nN −n(n+1) 2 [13] . Therefore, for the proposed CD-gOMP, finding the
. Based on the above discussion, the total amount of computation required for sparsity level pre-estimation can be concluded as
After obtaining the estimate of the sparse level, K p times gOMP needs to be executed. According to the computational complexity of gOMP, we have
Finally, a 
. Based on the above discussion, the amount of computation required for signal support re-screening is given by
In summary, the overall computational complexity of the proposed CD-gOMP can be concluded as
Substituting K p ≈ K into the above equation, we finally have
The Lemma 2 is proved.
APPENDIX E PROOF OF LEMMA 3
The input SNR of the original signal can be expressed as
where E s and E n represent the signal energy and noise energy of the original signal in the sparse domain, respectively. Similarly, for the output SNR, we have
where E sr and E nr represent the signal energy and noise energy of the reconstructed signal on the sparse domain, respectively. After a successful reconstruction, the signal energy is completely preserved, i.e., E sr = E s . Let us now consider two different situations of the pre-estimation of the sparsity level
L is the bandwidth of the channels). In this case, there is E nr = L s L E n for the noise energy. Combining with the above discussion, we have 
Note that the improvement in output SNR will be maximized when K p = K . The Lemma 3 is proved.
APPENDIX F PROOF OF LEMMA 4
The output SNR in a single channel can be expressed as
where 
The Lemma 4 is proved.
APPENDIX G PROOF OF THEOREM 4
According to the of RIP, we have
where S ∩ k is the sum of the number of the signal supports S and all selected noise atoms k − S when the iteration is stopped. Note that k is the number of the iteration. Substitutingx = † k y into (G.1), we have
Since the selected atom necessarily contains signal support, it is true that S ∩ k ≤ nk+K . Therefore, according to (P 2 ), we have δ |S∩ k | ≤ δ nk+K . Substituting the above inequality into (G.2), we have
Using y − k † k y = r k and the triangle inequality, (G.3) can be rewritten as.
Because of nk + K ≤ nK , we have δ nk+K ≤ δ nK (using (P 1 )). It is known that there is r k 2 ≤ µ when the iteration is stopped. Therefore, bring the halting condition into (G.4), the reconstruction error can be finally given by
The Theorem 4 is proved.
APPENDIX H PROOF OF THEOREM 5
After the CD-gOMP successfully completes the channel screening, the atoms selected in the precise reconstruction can be divided into two cases:
• After K iterations, the set K of all selected atoms already contains all the signal support (S ⊂ K ).
• After K iterations, the set K of all selected atoms does not yet contains all the signal support (S ⊂ K ). For the first case, we have the following lemma. Lemma 1: Letting the signal support set be S. On the premise of the successful channel screening, if the set of selected atoms K satisfies S ⊂ K after K iterations in the precise reconstruction, the upper bound of the error of the reconstructed signal is given by
Proof: According to the RIP, we have
After the channel screening, the noise in the non-signal channels is removed. Therefore, we have y = x + v , where
Substituting the above equation into (H.2), we have
The Lemma 1 is proved. Also, for the second case, we have the following lemma. Lemma 2: Letting the signal support set be S. On the premise of the successful channel screening, if the set of selected atoms K satisfies S ⊂ K after K iterations in the precise reconstruction, the upper bound of the error of the reconstructed signal is given by
(H.7) Proof: When the set K of the selected atoms does not contain all K signal supports after K iterations, it means that at least in one iteration during the precise reconstruction, the selected n atoms do not contain any signal supports. According to the RIP, we have
Note that the second inequality in (H.8) is true due to S ∪ k ≤ (n + 1)K . Taking into account the most extreme cases, i.e., the nK atoms selected from K iterations are all non-signal supports. In this case, using y = x + v and the triangle inequality, we have
Substituting (H.17) into (H.11), we further have
For the first item on the right side of the above inequality, according to RIP, it is true that 
(H.20)
For the item x S− c 2 , we have the following lemma. Lemma 3: Assuming that the CD-gOMP algorithm successfully screens L s channels during the channel screening and successfully performs k iterations in the precise reconstruction. When the condition
is satisfied, the CD-gOMP algorithm will succeed on the k + 1-th in the precise reconstruction.
Proof: See Appendix I. According to Lemma 3, it can be known that if the c-th iteration fails in the precise reconstruction, then we have
Substituting (H.20) and (H.22) into (H.18), we have
The Lemma 2 is proved. Combining the conclusions of Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, it is true for the reconstruction error that
where C is given by (H.24). Also, it is true that C > 1/ √ 1 − δ nK . Therefore, the upper bound of error can be further unified as
The Theorem 5 is proved.
APPENDIX I PROOF OF LEMMA 8.3
Letting the CD-gOMP algorithm successfully screen out L s channels in the channel screening stage, and the new observation matrix composed of channels be . Assuming that in the precise reconstruction phase, the CD-gOMP succeeds in the k-th iteration with the index set of the selected atom k . Then the success of the (k + 1)-th iteration (i.e., selecting at least one signal supports) has two determinants: The first is the lower bound of the largest inner product D 1 between the current residual r k and all remaining signal support θ i (i ∈ S − k ). The second is the upper bound of the n-th largest inner product U n between the current residual r k and all remaining non-signal support θ i (i ∈ T − S ∪ k ). As long as D 1 > U n , at least one signal supporting atom can appear in the n selected atoms in the k + 1-th iteration.
The following lemma gives the lower bound of D 1 : Lemma 4: Assuming that the CD-gOMP has performed k successful iterations in the precise reconstruction, while m signal support atoms are found. In this case, the maximum inner product D 1 = max θ i , r k between the residual r k and the all remaining signal supports θ i (i ∈ S − k ) satisfies
Substituting y = x + v into (I.5), we have
Using the triangular inequalities, (I.6) can be rewritten as
(I.7) VOLUME 6, 2018
and S − k = K − m, the second term on the right side of inequality (I.7) can be approximated as
Meanwhile, for the first item on the right side of the inequality (I.7), we have
Using (P 3 ), the first term on the right side of (I.9) can be expressed as
Also, using the operation similar to (I.8), the second item on the right side of (I.9) can be expressed as
The above approximation process continuously applies By integrating the results of (I.5), (I.8), (I.13) and (I.14), and reusing v 2 = L s L v 2 we finally have
where α is described above and
The Lemma 4 is proved. Furthermore, the following lemma gives the upper bound of U n :
Lemma 5: Assuming that the CD-gOMP has performed k successful iterations in the precise reconstruction. Letting the first n largest inner product between all the remaining non-signal supports θ i (i ∈ T − S ∪ k ) and the residual r k be {U 1 , U 2 , . . . , U n } = max n θ i , r k . Also, letting the corresponding indexes of {U 1 , U 2 , . . . , U n } be α = {α 1 , α 2 , . . . , α n }. Then, for the n-th largest inner product U n , the following inequality gives its upper bound:
(I.17)
Proof:
For the first n largest inner products The left side of inequality (I.19) can be decomposed as 
The Lemma 5 is proved. Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 give the lower and upper bounds of D 1 and U n , respectively. Therefore, the limits of the two main parameters required to prove Lemma 3 have been determined. Before derivation, we need to unify the finite equidistant constants of different orders in D 1 and U n using (P 2 ):
nk + K − m < nK ⇒ δ nk+K −m < δ nK nk < nK ⇒ δ nk < δ nK n + nk < nK ⇒ δ n+nk < δ nK K − m < nK ⇒ δ K −m < δ nK n + K − m < nK ⇒ δ n+K −m < δ nK .
(I.32)
Based on the above description, the lower bound of D 1 and the upper bound of U n can be rewritten as
(I.34)
Since K − m ≤ K , D 1 can be further rewritten as
To ensure that the (k + 1)-th iteration is successful, D 1 > U n is required, i.e., 1 − 3δ nK
(I.36)
Finally, we have
The Lemma 3 is proved. VOLUME 6, 2018
